31 days Cleaning Day Checklist

- Clean your Kitchen
  - unload/load the dishwasher
  - wash, dry, & put away any non-dishwasher items
  - wipe down appliances
  - clean & sanitize countertops; wipe dry with clean towel
  - clean sink; wipe dry
  - sweep & mop floor

- Clean your Dining Room
  - wipe down table & chairs
  - polish table (if wood)
  - sweep/vacuum

- Clean your Bathroom(s)
  - clean toilet
  - scrub tub/shower; wipe dry with clean rag
  - scrub sink & countertop; wipe dry with clean rag
  - clean mirror(s)
  - mop floor

- Clean your Bedroom(s)
  - make the bed
  - pick up & put away clothes, shoes, etc
  - clear off & dust dresser(s)
  - sweep/vacuum

- Clean your Living Area(s)
  - dust tables & shelves
  - fluff throw pillows
  - pick up anything that is out of place
  - sweep/vacuum

- Deep Cleaning Tasks
  - clean windows & mirrors
  - dust ceiling fans
  - clean baseboards
  - dust/vacuum underneath furniture
  - sweep or vacuum all floors
  - wash throw rugs
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